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SLAVERS OFF THEMONEY / THE AMERICAN INQUISITION / CASH APP

NUBIAN
FUNDING
We are a Global Black
Network and Marketing
company. We‘ve been in the
business of educating, deprogramming, informing and
consciousness training for
over 30 years, dedicated to
Black people and Black joy
all across our planet. We‘ve
remained consistent and
trustworthy with all we have
dealt with in a spirit of
cooperative economics and
Black commerce.
Now is the time to help us
fund some of our current and
future ventures. We are
accepting donations from
Black people that don‘t have
to ask White people‘s
permission.
Our site remains free to all
that wish to enter, with no
pop-ups or forced sign-ups
necessary. The Black IQ test
has always been free and will
continue to remain free as
long as we can get Black
public donations. The 2nd
testament of the Black IQ test

is coming in August 2020
and will also remain free, to
be published in as many

BLACK LITERACY IS A
POWERFUL WEAPON TO
END WHITE SUPREMACY
& SYSTEMATIC RACISM!
languages as we can make
possible by your donations.
The Nubian Times will
remain free, Nubian Links
will remain free and the
Speakers Page as well. If
you‘ve paid attention, Nubian
Voting is free and has struck
some nerves and will
continue to do so. We are one
of the most copied sites on
the Internet
.
Back To THE FUNDING:
Our goal is to collect

$50 Million over the next 5
years. That would equate to
less than 50 cents per Black
person on the planet.
We are here for the long run
and ain‘t going no-where,
while knowing and not
forgetting where we came
from and who we are a part
of.
We are about Black
education and remembrance,
to sure up the many signs of
our cultural weaknesses and
our Black self-esteem. That
education and belief –in-self
is a weapon in the fight to
end systematic,
institutionalized racism. The
belief in self and those who
look like you threatens the
justification of chattel and
mental slavery plus any
notion people have about
global white supremacy.
If you don’t trust us or are
overly suspicious of us, we
don’t want your money.
Haters will continue to
hate, the jealous will
continue to envy and
lurkers will continue to
lurk. After over 30 years of
continuous service,
cooperative economics and
networking, we have no
plans of explaining
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ourselves to those more
interested in gossip, being
entertained, followers of
our enemies broadcasts as if
they were their own and
Negroes with BIG
HEADED EGOS. We are
allergic to non-sense and
poverty.
Our website and platform is
a way of home schooling
one-self and others. A way
to help find ways to heal
broken bonds and to build
courage in a world filled
with enemies. It’s one of
only a few consistent voices
in the wilderness.

The Nubian Times
For more details please
email to:
support@Nfunds.net
~fini~

GET THE
SLAVERS
OFF THE
MONEY!

We think highly of our
people, so we think big. We
co-ordinate our efforts across
the planet, because we are all
we got!
We can vote, march, picket,
demonstrate, preach, work
for others, load up on
ammunition, carry weapons,
rise-up, revolt and get
government pay-checks and
funding, but we have to plant
mental seeds and nourish
them as well.
Give often and give
generously. Look at it as
an investment in
MENTAL LIBERATION
across our planet.
Spread the word to as
many people as you can.
This is a “5” year plan.
More detail can be found
at the website.

PERHAPS CAUCASIANS WOULD
LIKE MALCOLM X AND THE
HONORABLE ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD ON THEIR
MONEY?

The staff of the Nubian Network
reprint

Loads of White people claim they
didn‘t participate in slavery, but
this system of White privilege &
supremacy still carries the faces of
Thomas Jefferson, Andrew Jackson
and George Washington on the face
of its currency. All three of these
Presidential White men were
slavers and are a slap in the face
and insult to Black people. Get the
faces of slavers off the currency
and or coins and replace them with
the faces of righteous people like
Harriet Tubman, Ida B. Wells or
Sojourner Truth. Perhaps
Caucasians would like to have
Malcolm X and the Honorable

Elijah Muhammad on their
currency? Black people probably
could get use to these magnificent
images, but White people would
die and kill before they let any
Black person be on their main
symbols of White Supremacy.
What people see and use daily is a
subtle form of programming and
George, Andrew and Thomas are
some faces Black people need not
to be reminded of daily. There
should not still be slavers on money
unless that is what the United
States still stands for… slavery!
Efforts are underway to remove the
Confederate flag, but this
commentary deals with something
a little more serious. The cash and
coins are something that most
adults and some children still use
on a daily basis. To eat, drink, play
or pursue whatever one calls
happiness, one has to go into their
pocket or purse and the odds are
that they will pull out a slaveholder
to have permission to enter or make
a purchase. This happens on a daily
basis whether you are in the North,
South, East or West. Credit, forget
it! Cash still reigns supreme for
right now.
It was the slaves, once free human
being of Afrika, who with their
labor, allowed men such as Thomas
Jefferson and George Washington
the freedom to become statesmen.
George Washington inherited ten
slaves from his father and at the
end of his life over 300 AfricanAmerican slaves lived at his
plantation in Virginia, Mount
Vernon. George Washington was
also known to have traded one of
his slaves for a keg of molasses.
Thomas Jefferson had 187 slaves.
We know that because he kept
meticulous hand-written records,
which are still available today. His
plantations were called Poplar
Forest in Bedford County, Virginia
& Monticello in Charlottesville,
Virginia, the latter plantation still
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resides on coins in circulation up to
this day as a symbol of slavery.
Many people have heard the story
that President Thomas Jefferson,
the author of the Declaration of
Independence produced children
from his slaves. There is now DNA
evidence available to prove this
too.
On his plantation, the Hermitage in
Tennessee, President Andrew
Jackson had hundreds of slaves
and a lot more on his plantation in
Holmes County, Mississippi.
These men are symbols of a time
when Black people were enslaved
and robbed of their wages for work
and labor performed. A time when
whips, guns, chains and shackles
were daily reminders of the
conditioners we were forced to
only survive in. Their plantations
were nothing more than prisons to
our ancestors. The faces of
Washington, Jefferson and Jackson
are the most obvious symbols of
slavery, racism and the horrific
degradation of a people that are
available to the general public on a
daily basis. Regardless of how well
President Jackson, President
Washington and President
Jefferson are said to have treated
their slaves, don‘t for a moment
think that any Afrikan was happy to
be a part of their slave holdings and
property. Slavery was vile and
wicked. No Afrikan wanted to be
forced onto ships, have their
identities wiped clean and be
trapped on a plantation, surrounded
by hostiles in every direction they
looked.
White people that claim they are
not racist should demand that the
faces of slavers, slave owners and
slavery plantations be taken off the
currency and or coins of the United
States. Human beings that want to
live in a society with justice should
demand that the faces of slavers,
slave owners, slavery plantations,
slave profiteers, child abusers and
murderers be taken off all currency
and mediums of exchange of the
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United States. There was nothing
glamorous about slavery. Unlike a
flag, these symbols of slavery are
in everyone‘s face every day, with
the general public parading around
daily with slavers in their pockets,
wallets or purses. Put an end to
Slavery Faces as a medium of
exchange for goods, services, land
and labor. START TODAY!

social media conversations, the
U.S. should be able to track and tell
exactly who is lynching Black
people.

STONE MOUNTAIN in Georgia,
just outside of Atlanta, is the
largest Confederate monument.
S‘up?

Black GrapeVine news- Just like
back in da day, Negroes and
Negresses need some
IMPROVEMENT!

There are a few LIONS in Asia.
The Asiatic lion only resides in
India.

Racism is when a big fat

CRACK HEAD
NEWS
THE

AMERICAN
INQUISITION

corporation talks that shyt about
contributing to your cause and they
pick and choose carefully some
soft, Negro shyt to donate some
turkeys to. They even tell their soft,
paid Negroes who and what they
can contribute to. The master
always wants to keep control of his
slaves forever.

The Corona pandemic has forced
many courts to go online. It‘s
called ―virtual court‖ Yo. The
digital divide is growing. So much
for justice, with sentencing from a
virtual judge! lol

Shout to the brothers and sisters in

(White Imperialism)

the U.K.; nobody has guns, so work
got put in.

Edition

Covid-19 is expensive. How would

Parental Advisory
May contain Explicit Content not
meant for Negro Kids or weakass Adults!

White people say they are not
racist, but the last thing they want
to be in Black. Not for one minute,
not for one second. They don‘t
want to give up any privileges their
skin gives them in the American
Inquisition.

With surveillance videos, security
cameras, cell phone records and

you like to be hit with a $120,000
hospital bill Yo? Be safe Shawty!
Act like a fool if you want to.

Black folks, who think that white
people are superior, are the chosen
people and are god-like, contribute
to racist, white supremacy
behaviors.

The U.S. is facing a tsunami of
evictions from unemployed
workers. Somebody better do
something fast When people‘s
backs are pessed against the wall,
whoever or whatever they come in
contact with is often victimized!
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What‘s up with all these
Corporations donating money to
―support social justice in Black
communities, but won‘t back
Reparations with ―no stipulations‘?
They must think that we are still
their property Yo. That‘s that
forked tongue again.

Juries can‘t be punished for a
wrong decision. Gangsters, thugs
and desperados are not concerned
about ―civic duties‖ or jurors.

Feet, hands and hair can get nasty.
Support Black beauty salon
businesses.

Black is not something you can
convert to.

Television and Hollyweird are
deception devices. Most people
have no choice but to watch it
anyway.

When one of our own goes down
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mindset. They don‘t give a f@ck
about you, your culture or your
future. They are paid mercenaries..

The official name of Mexico as a
country is the "United Mexican
States" (Spanish: Estados Unidos
Mexicanos), since it is a federation
of thirty-two states.

From Jim Crow to Jim Code
news- Techies are taking their
systematic racism to technology.
Facial recognition falsely
recognizes women as men 20-25%
of the time and is filled with race
and gender bias. Deborah Raji, a
Black researcher and scientist, has
been trying to tell knuckleheads
this for a long time, with little to no
recognition for her work.

Participating in your own selfdestruction is not human behavior.

Do you think that doctors (Drs.)

from an act of terror, you must
respond! How you respond is up to
you!

can‘t be corrupt? It may not be time
to get rid of the ―N‖ word just yet.

The Canadian government and the

leadership doesn‘t try to end White
Supremacy; they just try to manage
it!

Christian Church operated
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL
SYSTEMS for indigenous children
to ―civilize‖ them and assimilate
them into the White main stream
and culture. This continued right up
into the 1990‘s.

Blow it up news- The Black people
the TV (media) shows you, who are
rising up, are less than ½ of 1% of
the Black folks watching it from
the safety of their cribs.

As was predicted many moons ago,
Negro women would be marrying
White women. Afterwhile, it gets
easy to predict what a Negro or
Negress will do. Negroes and
Negresses share no common bond
with Black people and how we
struggle together. They will kill,
maim, abuse and rape Black men,
women and children, as if they
were an ant, horse, cow or chicken
They have been assimilated and
integrated into the American

What we now know as Black

A European fact is a lie they get
together (unite) and agree upon.

TOLEDO

Most of the financial aspects of the
slave trade were in the North.
Don‘t get it twisted Yo. Everybody
benefitted off our backs and free
labor Shawty!

The American Inquisition has been
raging for 400+ years. The religion
is White Supremacy, based on fear,
imagery and institutionalized
racism. Reparations won‘t solve
that, if one still wants to be
assimilated and integrated into the
System of Global White
Supremacy and the same people
that took so long to recognize your
pain and suffering.

You can‘t make sense out of nonsense!

The primary source of MA‘AT
comes from the "Declarations of
Innocence" known as the "Book of
Coming Forth by Day and Night"
chapter 125.

IBM announced that its
withdrawing from the generalpurpose facial recognition market,
saying it worries that the
technology is being used to
promote discrimination and racial
injustice.

Anybody notice that watching
Black people being brutalized and
dying is steadily going viral.

Black GrapeVine news- One‘s

Wigga news- Too many Blacks in

identity can be erased and the mind
re-programmed.

the United States only exist for
somebody else‘s benefit.

In the American Inquisition, the 30

When groups who have lobbyist

somethings are learning exactly
what it means to be old, sick and
tired of being sick & tired!

want something, the government is
more likely to do it Yo!

Since when did Negroes need Joe

white trained scientist don‘t
understand.

Biden to tell them who is Black and
who is not Black? Joe Biden must
remain supreme over Negroes who
can‘t think for themselves. Talk
about a lack of FREEDOM. Would
he dare tell white people that they
are not white if they don‘t vote for
him? Does Mr. Biden think he has
Negroes in some sort of cage?

Junk DNA is the parts of DNA that

Camels that are trained to race can
be just as fast a race horses.

KANATA
When a Negro or Negress is a
HATER, they look for ways to cut
you down to size and place you in a
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box. They watch you walk, your
talk, your writing, your spelling,
your diction and whatever you
wear They watch what you drive,
how you play, analyze your name,
your family and your relatives,
looking for what they conceive as
weaknesses. Negro on Black
profiling.

There is no such thing as an
INTERNATIONAL COPYRIGHT.

More space craft have been sent to
Mars from Earth, than any other
planet.

Black Youtubers are accusing
YouTube and its parent company
Google of racist practices that
pervade the YouTube platform.
YouTube is not Black owned Yo.
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The only land mammal that can

Turn on the TV, plenty of White

drink salt water is a camel.

TV and radio personalities trying to
stick pacifiers up Yo azz! Liberal
race-soldiers!

North Korea is number ―3‖ in the
world in the production of chemical
weapons.

The Mongolians, the greatest
empire of the ancient world, had
few permanent structures and
depended on the Laws of Nature.
Sound familiar? They thrived under
the leadership of Genghis Khan.

The U.S. Marines have a heat-ray
gun that has been tested and
researched for 15 years. It not a
microwave weapon, but it‘s called
a millimeter wave system, which
heats up a person‘s skin, like the
effect of opening an over. Its
getting hot in here Shawty.

In Europe, tithes were once

Moor Wigga news- White people
believe that they can affect and
direct their White God and he is
dependent on them. Black people
don‘t believe they can direct a
White god, but hope that prayer can
get the White god to help them.
Black folks do not believe that their
White God is dependent on them.

American politicians tend to
pauperize Black communities
instead of empowering them.
That‘s a gruesome contradiction to
Black residents, as politicians
speak with a forked tongue. This is
an intricate part of the American
Inquisition.

considered taxes. Not much has
changed in the lands that they
control.

Most Black men don‘t want to live

HERESY - HERETICS

Do you feel good about the

White Minority Rule is what White

American legal system? lol

women hold over Black feminist.

If you are not voting for resources,

First Nations in Canada were

what are you voting for? Are you
voting just to vote? Are you voting
just to be HAPPY AGAIN? Oh, so
you think you can be happy without
resources.

decimated by European diseases in
enormous numbers. Millions died
from the bacteria brought across
the oceans by Europeans.

During the Spanish Inquisition,
foreign objects were placed in the
vaginas of women and anuses of
men as a form of torture. The same
practice is going on today in many
Europeans strongholds, but instead
of a form of torture, many see it as
a form of pleasure. Go figure!

A systemic racist company or
corporation can place hundreds of
Black people in your face, but if
that company is racist to the core,
that ain‘t no social justice Shawty.

White people are desperately
trying to carry their racism and
white supremacy / imperialism into
outer space.

in a world without Black women
and children.

Soft Negroes spend most of their
time on TV in make-up, criticizing
Black Men at Work. They once
thought they were men at work, but
now they just soft Ni99as under
contract. They wish everybody
would be a soft Ni99a like them.

About 95% of criminal charges in
the United States never make it to
trial Yo. Most end in plea bargains
Shawty!

Afghanistan drug production and
distribution has gone up the 15 or
so years the U.S. has invaded that
country. What‘s going on Yo?

Back in da day, Black Panthers
carried guns to police da police.
Too often the police are armed
―hunters‖ preying on and
brutalizing Black people.

CONVERSOS

Joe Biden is not a Biblical prophet.
This dude ain‘t saving nobody!

DELBERT AFRICA
LIVES, BREONNA
TAYLOR LIVES,
GEORGE FLOYD LIVES,
TRAVELL MAZION
LIVES, BONNIE
POINTER LIVES.
AHMAUD ARBERY
LIVES, ZINDZI
MANDELA LIVES, JOHN
LEWIS LIVES, JAS
WATERS LIVES, ELIJAH
Mc CLAIN LIVES, C.T.
VIVIAN LIVES, RAFAEL
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CANCEL MIRANDA
LIVES, NIA WILSON
LIVES and AMANI
KILDEA LIVES!

down when it comes to Black folks
Shawty.

Make-up can make a men look like
a woman and vice versa.
Hollyweird is on the streets Yo.

theories. Back in da day, the
Natives called it speaking with a
forked tongue! .

It‘s perfectly legal to buy political

South America, spans 2 countries;
Peru and Bolivia.

Black is not something you can
convert to Shawty!

influence in America Shawty. Have
your people brought any kind of
influence lately? Why not?
Corruption is legal in America.

One is truly blessed if they have

White people can have Black

Canada didn‘t receive full

Lake Titicaca, the largest lake in

Nigerian doctors in New York than
in all of Nigeria.

people sitting in a chair for ―8‖
hours a day for a week, with their
minds tied to their behinds. Black
people have a hard time getting
other Black people to sit still, for
―5‖ hot seconds. Are many of us to
busy rump shaking, twitching and
thumb fighting, to plan and think
out our future for ourselves?

Hey Yo! It‘s also rumored that at

The U.S. dating scene is bleak

least 90% of cops are Free Masons.

Shawty- between Covid, masks,
social distancing, HIV, herpes,
clymidia, gonorrhea and syphillus,
it‘s looking cray cray Yo!

―4‖ grandparents.

Religion has always been an
excuse to do something evil.

MAUROI
Rumor has it that there are more

Settling is when the racist and their
pawns tell everybody what social
justice is? Go figure!

Not all trans- genders are
successful at becoming Hollyweird
stars and making big bucks. Don‘t
believe the hype Get into the malefemale impersonation at your own
risk.

Maybe all White people are not
racist. Maybe! But one thing Black
people worldwide have
learned…most of them are racist as
hell.

S‘up Yo news- One minute you say
you ain‘t Black, the next minute
you turn around and say you are
White. White people make those
laws and control that narrative to
benefit themselves. S‘up Yo?

Why are people, sports figures and
politicians who say that they are
down for the cause, not pushing or
even supporting Reparations for
Black people? Do Black Lives
Really Matter to them?

This paper is not meant for people
THE AMERICAN
INQUISITION IS REAL YO!

I surely hope Black folks don‘t
think that President Obama is going
to be a community organizer and an
activist now that he is out of office.
Dude can‘t even go back to where
he came from and hold his head up.
Sorry Shawty if you thought he was
a Black leader. Dude only talks

on a 5th grade reading level. It‘s
meant for critical thinkers that
don‘t need an ―American‖
standardized dictionary to figure
shyt out

MORISCOS
Europeans seem to most always
overstate their opinions, acting as if
those opinions are facts and not

independence from Britain until
1982.

Somehow, someway, we must stop
dirty, filthy, nasty and cowboy cops
from going into private security.
Make them pay for their brutality
tactics.

Back in da day, everybody wasn‘t a
Black Panther. Many say that they
were affiliated with the Panthers,
but not a member. Nor did all
Black people march with Dr. King.
They say they were affiliated, but
they never left their couch. lol

A bullet don‘t give a shyt who you
are!

History cannot be permanently
falsified.

When it comes to White people,
Black people have no idea who is
friendly and who is an enemy.
White people control 99% of most
resources in the U.S and White
people control 99% of all narratives
that Black people are allowed to
hear.

WAR ON
CONSCIOUSNESS
Every reference to the human spirit
was removed from the Bible
Shawty!

Many Negroes in the United States
are vassals and mercenaries for the
Democratic Party

Hollyweird is falling apart. Will
the country go along too?

Moor Wigga news- White Liberals
most often think that they are
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civilizers of Black, Brown and
Native people.

Corporate White America will be
donating big funds to other White
people and select, vetted Negroes
to show their racist support to racial
justice initiatives. S.O.S

Why people so worried about the
―Out of Africa‖ information? You
just don‘t let White people control
the narrative. More Black people
are on the African continent
(Mother Land) than any place else.
You must control your own
narrative!

They hate us, but we are not going
to hate ourselves.

BLACK
FACTS

In 2016, t he Kingdom of Morocco

Modern Jewish rituals resemble

petitioned to rejoin the African
Union. The African Union decided
to allow Morocco back in the
Union, after a 33-year absence.

ancient African rituals.

Romans translation was Candace.

date the huge heads in South
America, on Easter Island (Rapa
Nui). Nor have the writing found
there, ever been deciphered.

The majority of the members of the

Ancient Egyptians (Kamites)

Black Panther Party were Black
women Many Black women had
leadership roles over time.

invented the game of bowling, with
rules much the same as they are
today.

The world‘s first coffee growers

Black Arabs never learned science

were the Ethiopians.

and philosophy from the Greeks.
Africans were the transmitters of
ancient Black sciences first taught
by Africans in Kemet, Nubia and
Sumer

Kentake means Queen mother. The

Archaeologist and scientist have
found pyramids all over the world,
often mistaking them for natural
formations or hidden in unlikely
places.

Indigenous people in Canada have
always been subject to cultural
genocide.

Ancient Egyptians and Nubian
were the first people to use
antibiotics. They used mold from
bread as a medicine to treat
infected wounds,

All knowledge is rooted in
reality
Women have played an important
role in all African or Black
societies. Whenever women are
disrespected, under-educated,
Black culture and civilization falls
apart and is open to outside attack,
colonization and continued mental
health problems.

Every nation, landmass and
continent has names that evolved
over the centuries. All of the names
you think ―Africa‖ was called in
the distant past are only local
names, used by a few tribes,
nations and only refer to small
sections of the Mother Land
continent.

Scientists have yet to find a way to

The Great Pyramid of Giza actually
has ―8‖ sides, with no two blocks
exactly alike.

Mayan books were destroyed by

Most of the REDWOOD trees in
Madagascar, an extremely valuable
timber, have been plundered by the
Chinese. This illegal trade has now
shifted to Gambia and Senegal. As
this deforestation accelerates,
Rosewood has become one of the
most trafficked wildlife
commodities on Earth. The Chinese
are at the bottom of this
exploitation of Africa, African
people and this environmental
catastrophe.

The Vatican has a telescope

the Spanish.

observatory in Arizona, U.S.A,,
with a Black man running it.

When the pyramids in China were

Ancient Egyptian, Chinese and

built, there was no China or
Chinese. The pyramids were built
at a minimum of 200 years before
their 1st Emperor..

Many Black Canadians are still
suffering from the historical
injustices from Canada‘s slavery
period, when slavery was legal.

There was no name that was used
for the entire continent before
Africa. All of the names people
think ―Africa‖ was called in the
distant past were only local names
used by a few tribes, nations, and
only refer to a small portion of the
continent.

Sumerian cultures used locks on
doors to protect possessions.

The Kemetic people developed
toothpaste.

The European Renaissance was a
rebirth of African knowledge that
had been established centuries
earlier.

The Germans started their first
African colony in Namibia. They
murdered at least 100, 000 people,
with the first mass extermination of
the 20th century.

According to Afrikan elders, the
first word Afu carries the meaning
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of house. The second word Ra, is
one of the names of the Divine
creator in general and Kemet in
particular. The third word Ka
carries the meaning of soul or
spirit. When one puts it all together
you get the word Afu-RA-Ka.

―If it‘s one thing I hate more than
Black men who love White women,
its Black men who love White
men!‖

THE

The Gospel According To

GOSPEL

Dr. Umar Johnson

ACCORDING
TO AFRIKANS

Malcolm X

RESPONSIBILITY

―Historically, slavery was the
worst thing to ever happen to a
people and most slavery was
mental, rather than physical. One of
the biggest side effects of slavery is
the fact that it made us afraid to
take responsibility for our own
destiny. Many brothers and sisters
today still do not want the
responsibility that comes with
nationalism and true revolution!‖

THE REALITY OF THE
SITUATION
The Gospel According To

(OUR STORY)
If you want to continue to
read and digest “OUR
STORY, please donate
generously to this platform!
KNOW WHO YOU ARE
The Gospel According to
Dr. James Small
―When you know who you are,
you know what to do next about
your well beings!‖

BOYCOTT YOURSELF
The Gospel According To
Dr. Amos Wilson
―The Black community has run the
longest, most successful boycott in
history—the boycott against their
own Black businesses.

ONE THING
The Gospel According to

George L. Jackson
"Settle your quarrels, come
together, understand the reality of
our situation, understand that
fascism is already here, that people
are dying who could be saved, that
generations more will live poor
butchered half-lives if you fail to
act. Do what must be done,
discover your humanity and your
love in revolution."

DON’T MAKE IT EASY
The Gospel According To
George L. Jackson
―It should never be easy for them
to destroy us.‖

REPARATIONS
The Gospel According To
Booty Adams
―All these talking heads and BS
corporations are talking with forked
tongues about how they are down
for Black people‘s cause, about

police brutality, social justice and
systematic racism. They are just
waiting for the Negroes among us
to re-take their pacifiers Black
people want REPARATIONS &
FORGIVENESS for all Black
people‘s SCHOOL LOANS, with
no stipulations, pledges or oaths. If
they can‘t do that, after over 400
years of degradation, not listening,
mis-education, lynching, mass
incarceration, experiments on us,
cold blooded murder and a blatant
disrespect for our women, children
and culture, only Reparations for
economic development would be
just a start. Only just a start!‖

DECEPTION
The Gospel According To
Lucy Parsons
―Never be deceived that the rich
will permit you to vote away their
wealth.‖

MORALITY
The Gospel According To
Kwame Ture
―You don‘t get liberated through
morality. You get liberated through
power!‖

BLACK
CONSERVATIVES
The Gospel According To
Dr. John H. Clarke
―Black conservatives are really
frustrated slaves crawling back to
the plantation, figuratively, letting
their master know that they are
willing to go back into bondage.
One needs to question their words
because, as slaves and enemies of
their people, they will say what
they are told to say and do what
they are told to do. The Black
conservatives have nothing to
conserve except their miserable
obscurity and their tragic
cowardice. These pathetically lost
creatures and avid White behind
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kissers don't have the nerve to be
African or Black."

CORPORATE CLASS
The Gospel According To
Dr. Maulana Karenga
"Don‘t accept or mistake taking
down a flag (or statues) for tearing
down the walls of oppression over
which the flag flew and still flies;
over which militarized police and
vigilantes, drones and other
dreadful things hover; and over
which a ruthless and self-righteous
racial and corporate class still
rules.‖

NATURAL RIGHTS
The Gospel According To
Attorney Alton Maddox
―You have never read in any court
decision where the judiciary in this
country has ever considered Black
people as having Natural Rights.
All right! That‘s never been
discussed. The first time that we
ever had any rights at all, it was
called Civil Rights. This is
important for this reason. Civil
Rights are those rights that other
men give to other people. That is
not the same as a Natural Right.
Civil Rights are rights that can be
taken at any time. That‘s not what
Natural Rights are about.

INSANITY
The Gospel According To
Dr. Wade Nobles
―When a person of Afrikan descent
does not realize that killing another
Black person is not homicide, but
suicide!‖

BOOK OF DEMONOLGY
KING JAMES I
The Gospel According To
Sister Faola Ifagboyede

―King James dealt very, very
highly in witchcraft. Most of us are
familiar with his book the Bible,
but he also wrote a book on witch
craft. In this book he deals with the
whole art of imitation and explains
the Bible. The media is about
imitating. Our people are under a
spell at this point. So many of us
will be loss along the way! If we
don‘t get this information out to our
people, we will go under.‖

―When Strom Thurmond raped his
Black maid and became a dead beat
father, he was a Democrat. For all
the sins that the Democratic Party
has perpetrated against Blacks, no
one has demanded reparations from
the party of the donkey. This
should happen immediately
and on nationwide television.‖

BEING WARRED UPON
The Gospel According To
Dr. Marimba Ani
―We say we‘re in a war, but we
aren‘t doing war. War requires
planning, strategy, studying your
enemy. They study us and act
accordingly. We are being warred
upon.‖

WHAT HAVE THEY
CONSERVED
The Gospel According To
Dr. Amos Wilson
"There Are Some Black Conservatives
that claim that slavery occurred
'Somewhere Back There'. Some Black
Conservatives, who claim that slavery
no longer influences the nature of
African people. I wonder what those
people have conserved in the first
place. Are they conserving POWER?
Are they conserving WEALTH?
What does a Black conservative
CONSERVE? They've got to conserve
something. And since they have very
little, if anything they must only be
conserving the system that has created
THEIR POVERTY to begin with.
And you see them ultimately justifying
the poverty of African people. And you
see them justifying the political,
economic social subordination of
African people in the name of some
kind of HIGHER PRINCIPLES.

DEMOCRATS &
REPARATIONS
The Gospel According To
Attorney Alton Maddox

HOW BOUT US
Champaign

Some people are made for each
other
Some people can love one other for
life, how 'bout us
Some people can hold it together
Last through all kinds of weather,
can‘t we

I WISH
Stevie Wonder

Looking back on when I
Was a nappy headed boy
Than my only worry
Was for Christmas what
Would be my toy
Even though we sometimes
Would not get a thing
We were happy with the
Joy the day would bring

MY NIGGAS
DMX

Just 'cause I love my Niggas
I shed blood for my Niggas
Let a Nigga holla,
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"Where my Niggas?"
All I wanna hear is,
"Right here my Nigga"

WE SHALL OVERCOME
Negro Spiritual

We shall overcome
We shall overcome, some day
Oh, deep in my heart
I do believe
We shall overcome some day

GOOD TIMES
Jim Gilstrap, Blinky

Good times, any time you meet a
payment!
Good times, any time you need a
friend!
Good times, any time you're out
from under!
not getting hassled, not getting
hustled
Keepin' your head above water!
Making a wave when you can!
Temporary layoffs - good times!
Easy credit rip-offs - good times!

THE JEFFERSONS
THEME
Mark Jonathan Davis

Well, we're moving on up to the
East side
To a deluxe apartment in the sky
Moving on up to the East side
We finally got a piece of the pie

TO BE FREE
Peter Tosh
―You see they have removed the
chains from off our feet and hands
and have placed them on our
minds, so there are many things we
have to unlearn to be free.‖

DEEP STATE

WHITE WOMEN

Anonymous Submission

Dave Chappelle
―Come on white woman! You was
in on the heist, you just don‘t like
your cut!‖

BOONDOCKS THEME
Asheru

I am the stone that the builder
refused
I am the visual
The inspiration
That made lady sing the blues
I'm the spark that makes your idea
bright
The same spark
That lights the dark
So that you can know your left
from your right
I am the ballot in your box
The bullet in your gun
The inner glow that lets you know
To call your brother son
The story that just begun
The promise of what‘s to come
And I‘m ‗a remain a soldier
Till the war is won

Fish don't fry in the kitchen
Beans don't burn on the grill
Took a whole lotta trying
Just to get up that hill

IRRITATE THEIR
DEMONS
Denzel Washington
―Some people will never like you
because your spirits irritates their
demons.‖

―We‘re the last people they talk to,
but the first people they deploy
these programs on.‖

DUMB SHYT
PIZZA GATE
―Your favorite NBA, NFL, NHL,
Rapper, Dancer, singer, actor,
actress, etc., is about to get on
television and tell you to take a
vaccine.‖

STOP THE DUMB SHYT
Anonymous Submission
―As far as i know we have not
made one LAW that would put us
back into equilibrium or balance.
Nothing here is designed especially
for us. We are an afterthought.
Once we made laws that helped put
us back in balance and stop
foolishness in its tracks. Things
never were perfect, but we always
devised ways and our own LAWS
to help and protect ourselves. Now
somebody just makes laws that
contain us in a state of un-balance,
attacking each other, never
knowing the many ways our
enemies attack us. Then some
charming Negro comes up
with..."we are our own worst
enemy". Worse enemy should be a
label for whoever put us in this
CAGE, keeps the doors locked and
has a uniformed gang on constant
patrol.‖

WOMEN’S
LIBERATION?
TWO SLAVES

The Gospel According To

Anonymous submission

Shahrazad Ali

Two slaves see a breach in the
plantation‘s fence. One plans an
escape; the other goes and fixes it.

FACIAL RECOGNITION
Tranae Moran

―The White woman came and
introduced Black women to the
feminist movement and made
everything we were working with,
a man against woman, woman
against man thing. Made us take
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sides. And so we left our men.
Many of us set an example and
went with the White woman‘s
liberation movement. And we still
carry that idea today. And they
taught us that we should be fighting
for independence…That‘s true. Not
for independence from the Black
man…but independence from
THEM!‖

OTHER PEOPLE’S
WISDOM
African proverb
―Other people‘s wisdom prevents
the king from being called a fool.‖

The down side to Cash App is
some former employees have
figured out how to scam Cash
App‘s customers. These scammers
have set up shops across the U.S.,
making Bogus Internet sites and
bogus customer support telephone
numbers to pull people into their
fraudulent practices. They work
quickly and try to get Cash App
customers to let them remotely
view your account and get you to
fraudulently send them money. Just
beware. They are very skilled with
their methods. Still, shame on Cash
App, handling millions of dollars
and can‘t provide better support
and weakness when it comes to
technical issues and scamming
problems. No excuse! .

EUROPEAN
FACTS

Truth is not their ultimate goal!
Prescription drug overdoses are on
a steady rise in the United States
and all countries that European
have power in.

Modern Free-Masons don‘t
understand or know their own
origins.

Slavery was legal in Canada until
1834>

Neither Americans nor Chinese
will ever admit their exploitation of
Africa.

The ―Black‖ plague decimated half
of Europe‘s and Asia‘s population
at the time.
―Mankind‖ has not evolved
emotionally. Europeans have only
evolved technologically.

America (U.S.) was the 1st country
to recognize murderous King
Leopold‘s claim on the Congo.

Australia is now a White country
that defends its whiteness.

Jews were the first people forced to
live in ghettoes.

From their Middle-Ages to the

CASH APP
Uncle Jessie
@your service.com

Cash App is a legitimate mobile
payment service under the banner
of Square, Inc. The only legitimate
number for Cash App customer
service is 1-855-351-2274. But as
of August 2020, you never get to
talk to a live person. Any other
number is bogus. If you get a live
person as of Aug. 2020, you are
talking to a scammer. Beware!
Never list a bank to an app, use a
credit card if at all possible. It‘s
easier to get your money refunded
if you‘ve been scammed.

(SUBURBAN MYTHS?)
Believe it or not!
European invaders brought deadly

17th century, Europeans depicted
Moors as being black, ―swarthy,‖
or ―tawny‖ in skin color.

Most of your Christian cathedrals
and temples in Europe are packed
with pagan symbolism.

viruses and bacteria, such as
smallpox, measles, typhus, and
cholera, to the land now called
America, for which
Native Americans and Native
Blacks had no immunity.

2 in 5 American children are born

White people enslaved other White

British loyalist to England escaped
to Canada.

people and also perpetrated White
on White violence against them

In 1492, at the height of the
Spanish inquisition, King
Ferdinand and Queen Isabella
declared that all Jews must convert
to Christianity or be expelled.

into poverty.

Only White people really know
how evil their people really are.

During the American colonial era,

Every White woman got every
benefit that the White man has. She
profiteers just like the White man
did or does.
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European prejudices against
Africa, Africans and non-white
people guide their thinking.
The Vatican, the smallest
sovereign State in the world, is one
of the most secretive and most
powerful organization on the
planet.

The invention of the printing press
not only spread Bible, but the
Kabala as well.

Canada, the 2nd largest country in
this world, also has 1/5 of the
world‘s fresh water.

In the 18th century in the U.S., a
plantation couldn‘t be run without
violence.

`
NOT ONE TEAR
Dylan Roof
―I haven‘t shed a tear for the
innocent lives I took.‖

PROUD AMERICAN
George Carlin
―In order to be a proud American
you need to be uneducated.
Because any educated person
would know, there‘s nothing in
American history to be proud of‖

THOSE WERE THE
DAYS
Carroll O‘Connor, Jean Stapleton

Boy, the way Glenn Miller played
songs that made the hit parade
Guys like me we had it made
Those were the days
Didn't need no welfare state
ev'rybody pulled his weight
gee our old LaSalle ran great
Those were the days
And you knew who you were then
girls were girls and men were men

CANADA’S
RESERVATIONS
John A. McDonald

―When the school is on the
Reserve, the child lives with his
parents who are savages; he is
surrounded by savages… He is
simply a savage who can read and
write."

THINK AND GROW
RICH
Napoleon Hill
"First comes thought; then
organization of that thought, into
ideas and plans; then
transformation of those plans into
reality. The beginning, as you will
observe, is in your imagination."
~

The Spanish Inquisition lasted
from 1478 to 1824

When the Civil War ended in the
United States, many of the
Confederate loyalists fled to Brazil.
These Confederate loyalists were
known as Confederados.

More than half of Americans have
less than $1,000 in their savings
account.

without a whole lot of
compromising or back
stabbing. We have never
been into the hit and run
business, jail-house
shenanigans or ―get over‖
scams and hustles. We deal
with Black life, from a global
perspective and mental
liberation. If we are not
appreciated, we don‘t want
your money.
Donations of checks and
money orders to continue
this platform can be made
out to:
THE NUBIAN NETWORK
And mailed to
PO BOX 3578
Baltimore, Md. 21214
Visit the site for other ways
to donate. Thanks in
advance!

The U.S. is a racial nightmare and
powder keg. It never has been a
Melting Pot!
~fini~

Please donate to
our platform.
Booty_adams@yahoo.com

We at the Nubian Network
have provided the initial
start-up funds and building
blocks for the first 30+ years.
The rest is up to Black folks
around the world to keep this
platform and institution
financially powered. Our
history shows they we have
been committed to Black life

SEE YA!

